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Abstract—Scene text detection has been gaining a lots of focus
in research. Even though the recent methods are able to detect
text in complex background having complex shapes with a fairly
good accuracy, they still suffer from issues of limited receptive
field. These fail from detecting extremely short or long words
hence failing in detecting text words precisely in document
text images. We propose a new model which we call W-A net,
because of it’s W shape with the middle branch being Atrous
convolutional layers. Our model predicts a segmentation map
which divides the image into word and no word regions and
also, a boundary map which helps to segregate closer words
from each other. We use Atrous convolutions and Deformable
convolutional layers to increase the receptive field which helps to
detect long words in an image. We treat text detection problem
as a single problem irrespective of the background, making our
model suitable of detecting text in scene or document images.
We present our findings on two scene text datasets and a receipt
dataset. Our results show that our method performs better than
recent scene text detection methods which perform poorly on
document text images, especially receipt images with short words.

I. INTRODUCTION

Information Extraction and Retrieval systems have received
a lot of traction in the past few years due to the great
importance of the task that they propose [1]. These systems
aim at extracting valuable information from document im-
ages for aiding tasks like automated data entry, efficiently
extracting user information from boarding passes in trains and
airplanes, information extraction from forms and invoices [2],
[3] and also aiding the design of products for assisting visually
challenged users. A typical deep learning based Document
Information Extraction pipeline involves a Text Detection
system followed by a Text Recognition system and finally an
Information Retrieval engine as described in [4].

In this paper, we focus on the first vital step of this
pipeline, i.e. the task of text detection and localization in
images, as state of the art text recognition systems have
already attained impressive accuracy [5]. An efficient Text
Localization technique play a crucial role in improving the
accuracy of Text Recognition systems as it identifies the
boundary boxes for text in the image which greatly assists
Optical Character Recognition. While recent years have seen
a lot of research being done in the domain of detecting text in
scene images [6] and document images [3] in isolation, only
very few models are robust enough to handle both scene text
and document image scenarios.

§Equal contribution

Fig. 1. This image shows the output of our proposed model on one of the
image of SROIE dataset. The image depicts that our model is even able to
read short words on a document and is easily able to segregate them from
one another.

Also, while existing efficient lightweight text detection
methods as proposed by Zhou et al. [6] perform fairly well on



scene text images, they suffer from two issues:
1) They are only able to detect text proportional to the

receptive field of their model.
2) They are not able to detect vertical text instances easily

due to lack of training data.
This limits their ability to detect long running text lines and
vertical text instances in sign boards or even in logos of brands
present in receipts or forms.

To handle these complexities, in this paper we propose a
novel architecture of a W-A net for efficient text localization.
We introduce Atrous Convolutions and Deformable Convolu-
tions in our model to enhance the effective receptive field of
the network, this makes our model robust enough to perform
well with both document images and scene images. Our model
is also agnostic to changes in the image geometries because
of the presence of Deformable Convolutions.

Our contributions can be summarized as the following:
• A new network architecture which we call W-A net

which consists of Atrous Convolution and Deformable
Convolution layers which assist in capturing more detail
due to the increased effective receptive field.

• We combine Atrous-II block features with the upsampled
features. Atrous features are high resolution features and
upsampled features from deeeper layers capture finer
edge details. We combine both these features which
significantly improves the accuracy.

• A robust model that efficiently handles text instances in
all environments and orientations, i.e. in document and
scene images both.

• We approach the problem of text detection as a segmen-
tation problem where we divide the image into word and
non word region predicting a binary map. We also predict
a boundary map which helps to segment close words from
one another.

• We present our findings on three different types of
datasets with completely different nature - a scene text
dataset (ICDAR 2015), a curved scene text dataset
(CTW1500) and a receipt dataset (ICDAR 2019).

It can be seen that our approach performs better than the recent
methods on scene text datasets and also on a receipt dataset.
This proves that our model is insensitive to the length of words
in an image.

II. RELATED WORK

Textual information retrieval has been a very important as-
pect in scene and document image understanding. An informa-
tion retrieval pipeline involves text detection and recognition.
Most of the cases involve pre-processing of image before
actual text detection or recognition. The papers on scene text
recognition focus on issues like curved text, irregular text or
text distortions. They solve the issue of text recognition by
first rectifying text and then recognising it. [7] use thin spline
transformation for rectification. An attention-based mechanism
is then used for recognition on rectified text which predicts

letters of a word in a sequence. The model is end-to-end learn-
able. The parameters of thin-spline transformation are learned
using spatial-transform network [8]. Linjie et al.[9] make
use of deformable convolutions to recognize irregular text.
Deformable convolutions help to recognize the text without
rectification before recognizing it. Canjie et. al [10], combine
deformable convolution kernels with recognition networks.
They detect the offsets using the deformable kernels and
then correct them before recognising text. Some methods use
attention based mechanisms for recognition. A recent approach
by Deli et al. [11], provides a different point of view by
eliminating the use of RNN’s for capturing attention and rather
introducing a module to capture semantic reasoning. Christial
et. al. [12], have proposed an architecture which does not
have a rectification network which is an important part of
most of the proposed approaches. They show how a simple
model consisting of off shelf building blocks of neural network
can be used directly for recognition without worrying about
rectification.

As text recognition depends a lot on accuracy of text detec-
tion, if the bounding box does not enclose all the characters in
a word, recognition can do nothing about it. This becomes a
great issue in document image text retrieval, because accurate
word detection is a great issue in document images, because,
the text is focused on a small area as compared to scene
text recognition. Text detection in document images also
bring several complexities like distortions, occlusions, fading
of text, deformations. Research on document text detection
either focus on document restoration or simply text detection.
Text detection in document images is often accomplished by
detecting text lines. [13] have proposed approaches based on
connected components which give significant results on doc-
ument text extraction. [14] have proposed a corner detection
based approach for text line and word detection for different
languages. A recent approach by Manuel et al.[15] discusses
an end-to-end handwritten text detection technique where they
combine classification and regression to generate boxes around
text words which are then fed into the recognition network.

Scene text detection has complexities like complex back-
grounds, curved text and different illuminations at different
points. These complexities have made scene text detection a
more researched area than document text detection. Consider-
ing scene text detection is far more complex than document
text detection, a document text detection can be modelled as
scene text detection problem but with simpler backgrounds
and other complexities as discussed above which do not occur
in scenes. Scene text detection has been mostly modelled as
a special case of object detection, hence the techniques for it
are also derived many object detection problems.[16][17][18].
Even though these techniques give state of the art predictions,
recognition accuracies with these techniques are still low,
considering, most of the recognizers require tightly localised
text which can’t be detected by these methods due to arbitrary
shapes of text which is not the case with object detection.

Recent scene text detection techniques fairly comprise
of segmentation based, attention based or regression based



Fig. 2. Our model W-A net architecture consists of the input image undergoing a series of down-sampling operations and then upsampling with concatenation.
The upsampled features are summed with the Atrous features to capture both finer and high resolution details.

methods and try to predict tight boundaries for text and
even consider arbitrary shaped text, including curved text and
perspective text. Most of these techniques use Resnet-52 or
Resnet-18 as their backbone and fully convolution networks
as their base architecture. Xinyu et al.[6] have proposed a
regression-based technique which produces rotated and multi-
oriented text boxes using FCN. Wenhao et al.[19] have also
followed a similar strategy and produce rotated text boxes
directly. TextBoxes++ [20] present an approach in which they
detect arbitrary shaped text boxes using end-to-end trainable
fully convolution networks and corrects them using regression.
These techniques suffer from problem of low receptive fields
which make them inappropriate for detection of long words
and document word localisation. We have addressed this issue
in our paper by increasing receptive field to capture long
and arbitrary shaped text. Baoguang et al.[21] produce multi-
oriented text boxes using segment linking where they produce
small segments of words and text lines which are combined
using the detected links to generate proposals.

Dena et al. [22] make use of fully convolution networks to
segment document into text and no-text regions. Some other
segmentation based methods tackle the problem of curved
and irregularly shaped text. Wenhai et al. [23] propose a

segmentation-based method where they segment text regions.
They have used different scale of kernels to detect two words
separately which are close to each other. TextSnake [24]
make use of fully convolution network in an unconventional
way. They represent text instances as sequence of ordered,
overlapping disks centred at symmetric axes, each of which
potentially variable radius and orientation. Minghui et al. [25]
introduced differential binarization module to the segmentation
network. They show how performance can be affected by
introduction of this module.

III. METHODOLOGY

Previous methods on text localization consider document
text detection or scene text detection as two different problems,
and their solutions apply to only one of these. This is mostly
because of the low receptive fields of the scene text detection
networks and inability of document text detection frameworks
to separate foreground from background. We contextualize
text detection as a single problem and propose a network
which generalises and performs effectively on both scene
and document text detection. We propose a model which has
a high receptive field, making it capable of detecting long
words. Our technique involves binary segmentation, which
is insensitive to shape and aids in detecting arbitrary shaped



text in the images. Furthermore, our method helps to detect
tightly localised bounding boxes which makes them suitable
for textual recognition.

A. Network Architecture
Our network W-A net produces a segmentation map S and

boundary map B which are then used to create bounding
boxes around text words. We binarize the complete docu-
ment and scene images into word and non word regions.
The boundary map is necessary to separate and differentiate
between two close words. Our network is a fully convolutional
network (FCN) which uses Resnet-52[26] as its backbone.
To increase the receptive field of our network, we introduce
Atrous Convolution layers in the backbone network. We also
employ Deformable Convolutions which provide sensitivity to
arbitrary shapes of text words. We have designed our network
in such a way that we are able to segment text words with any
background and of any shape and are able to generate tight
text boundaries. We apply Atrous-II blocks [27] parallel to 3rd,
4th and 5th stages of our backbone network. Instead of using
one feature map to generate features of different scales and
fusing them as done in ASPP module[28], we generate Atrous
features at each stage to capture information at different reso-
lution. These layers help to capture high resolution features of
the image with a wider receptive field. U-net[29] has proved
that information from multiple layers in the convolutional
network helps to better estimate object boundaries. To capture
both boundary details and wider receptive fields in a network,
we combine the feature maps of the upsampled convolution
features from lower layers which help to get finer details with
the features from Atrous blocks at the mentioned convolution
stages. The produced features are concatenated together to
produce a rich feature map F. Then, feature F is used to predict
both the segmentation map S and the boundary map B. The
bounding boxes are generated from the segmentation map and
the boundary map using simple formation module. We now
discuss the various components of our network in detail.

B. Receptive Field Enhancement
One of the limitations of the architecture of most text detec-

tion techniques like [6] is not having a big enough receptive
field to be able to effectively detect text in long sentences. To
overcome this drawback our network uses Atrous-II blocks
to maintain a uniform and strong receptive field to ensure
detection of both short and long words. The effective receptive
field of a network impacts how well the network makes use
of the intricacies in the input image. Recent methods like
[10] use various techniques to increase the receptive field of a
network like stacking down-sampling layers with decreasing
kernel size to increase receptive field or using sub-sampling to
increase receptive field multiplicatively, cause the feature maps
to become too small for pixel-level information to be retained.
Another drawback of these methods is the large number of
layers in the network and hence the increase in learnable
parameters which arise. Recently, a lot of research has been
done in exploiting high receptive field networks because of

their efficient usage in tasks of medical image segmentation
as described in [27]. Our model architecture focuses on
enhancing the effective receptive field by employing both,
Atrous-II blocks and Deformable convolutions on a ResNet-52
backbone.

1) Atrous Convolutions: Dilated Convolutions often
known as Atrous Convolutions offer a unique way of en-
hancing the receptive field of a Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN), all the while maintaining the same number
of learnable parameters in the model. We employ Atrous-II
blocks in our model as introduced by Zhou et al. [27], to help
our model to effectively detect text instances. Using Atrous
convolutions for increasing the receptive field comes at the cost
of high memory usage, which is due to increased zeros, con-
sequently propagating a higher dimensional feature map costs
more; hence Atrous convolutions are often applied in tandem
with convolutional layers to achieve a tradeoff of receptive
field and memory. Atrous convolutions fare better by giving
the same receptive field with lesser learnable parameters, no
decrease in size of the feature map, removing the need of doing
any upsampling techniques as there was no downsampling.

2) Deformable Convolutions: Deformable Convolutions
[30] are very popular in computer vision because of their
ability to provide a resilient receptive field and enhancing the
ability of DCNNs to model geometric information because of
the presence of leranable offsets in the kernel during training.
Zhu et al. [31] explore the results of applying deformable
convolutions to all layers of a DCNN which is not always
feasible and desirable, in our DCNN we apply Deformable
Convolutions in only the first two layers. These convolutions
make our model robust even with the lack of training images
of different geometries and aspect ratios.

C. Boundary Detection
The network outputs a Boundary Map which is used to gen-

erate the boundary of binary segmented text words. Boundary
detection for separating words has also been discussed by Zhan
et al. in [32]. The boundaries produced by their network is
made using 4 segments. Instead of creating a boundary using
segments, we propose a continuous approach. This allows us
to detect boundaries of arbitrary shape and hence helps us in
successfully segmenting text regions. We can then separate
close words from each other and also help to accurately
detect arbitrary shaped text. We generate groundtruth of our
boundaries using the ground truth segmentation map. We
propose boundary loss as the sum of product of softmax
probability outputs of the boundary map and L2 distances
between the predicted boundary and the groundtruth boundary
map at a point on the predicted map.

Lt(ŷ, x̂) =
1

n

∑
i∈B

∥∥(1− p̂i)(ŷi − x̂i)2∥∥ (1)

D. Label Generation
Our network predicts a segmentation map and a boundary

map. So, we need both these maps as input for training. In



Fig. 3. This illustration depicts the results of our model on images from various datasets. We highlight the Segmentation Map, Boundary Map and final
output prediction from the input image

most of the datasets we just have corners of the bounding
boxes of words as labels. To generate labels, we have to
convert an image into a binary map of word and non word
regions and also produce boundaries of these segmented word
regions. As we need tight boundaries, we cannot directly
classify the complete region inside a bounding text box as
a word and all remaining document as non-word region.

We follow the label generation technique as used by Liao
et al. [25]. Each word is represented as a polygon with n
vertices where n varies for different datasets. To generate
tight bounding boxes we shrink the groundtruth polygon using
Vatti clipping algorithm [33]. We mark the area inside this
shrunk polygon as word region and all the other areas as non
word region. Using this technique we binarize the complete
image into word and non-word regions. This gives us a binary
segmentation map Si which we use for training.

To generate boundary map, we dilate the groundtruth poly-
gon using the same offset which we used for shrinking using
Vatti clipping algorithm. The gap between the shrunk polygon
and the dilated polygon is used as groundtruth for the boundary
map Bi.

We combine both the maps to generate the groundtruth
labels Y =

{
S(i), B(i)

}
, for each image i.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Training
Given a training set T =

{
X(i), Y (i)

}
where X(i) is the i-th

image patch and Y (i) is the corresponding segmentation and

boundary map, we train our proposed network. We pass the
image through the proposed network to generate the boundary
map and segmentation map. We calculate the loss as defined
below and backpropagate to learn the network weights. We
first pre-train our proposed network on SynthText[34] dataset
for 50k iterations. We then fine tune our model on real-
world datasets for 1000 epochs. In these experiments, we use
Adam optimizer with a batch size of 64, momentum of 0.9
and a learning rate of 0.00001.All the experiments have been
conducted on a workstation with 2.4 GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM,
NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, running on Ubuntu 18.04.The data
augmentation for the training data includes: Random Rotation,
Random Cropping and Random Flipping. All the processed
images are re-sized to 512X512.

1) Loss Function: For the evaluation of our network,
we use a loss function that is a combination of the Binary
Segmentation Map loss and a Boundary Map loss. The Binary
Segmentation loss is further a combination of the Jaccard
Index and the Binary Cross Entropy Loss. The usage of
Jaccard Index, also known as an intersection over union
evaluation metric is inspired by Iglovikov et al. in [35] as
shown in the following equation:

J(A,B) =
|A ∩B|
|A ∪B|

=
|A ∩B|

|A|+ |B| − |A ∪B|
(2)



As the Jaccard Index is not differentiable, we use the normal
Jaccard Index as used by [36] this can be illustrated by:

Jm(y, ŷ) =
1

n

i=N∑
i=1

yiŷi
yi + ŷi − yiŷi

(3)

The binary cross entropy segmentation loss, where y and ŷ
represent the two classes predicted at the pixel level for the
image, can be summarized as :

Ls = −
1

N

i=N∑
i=1

(y log(ŷ) + (1− y) log(1− ŷ)) (4)

Therefore the final combined loss function of our network can
be conceptualized in the following equation:

L = βLt + αLs + (1− α)(1− J) (5)

We observe that the optimal value for α is 0.4 and β is 0.2.

B. Datasets
ICDAR 2015 dataset: This is the dataset provided by

ICDAR 2015 Robust Reading Challenge on Incidental Scene
Text Detection and recognition [37]. It consists of 1000
images for training and 500 images for testing. Ground truth
comprises of boundary boxes for each word and their Unicode
transcriptions.

ICDAR 2019 dataset: This is the dataset provided by
ICDAR 2019 Robust Reading Challenge on Scanned Receipts
OCR and Information Extraction (SROIE) and has 1000
scanned images. We focus on the Scanned Receipts Text
Localization task. Each image consists of four main regions of
text detection. Compared to previously available datasets for
information extraction in receipts, this dataset is more robust
as it contains blurred, poor resolution, folded receipts, long
texts and small font sizes and other issues which make text
detection even more challenging.

CTW1500 dataset: CTW1500[38] 2019 is a dataset
which focuses on the curved text. It consists of 1000 train-
ing images and 500 testing images. The text instances are
annotated in the text-line level.

C. Inference
We compare our proposed model with previous methods

on three standard benchmarks, precision, recall and F1-Score.
Each of the three datasets provide a different complexity.
We evaluate our model on 3 different datasets with different
complexities. We take each of scene text, curved text and
document text dataset, to show how our network is able to
correctly label text boxes in an image irrespective of the shape
of text and the background. Table I compares our results on
ICDAR 2015 scene text dataset. Our results show how our
network is able to capture different backgrounds well and give
better results than previous approaches. Previous approaches
fail at detecting long words on scene text images. Introducing
long receptive fields improves the text detection significantly.

Table II shows that our network is able to handle arbitrary
shaped text in complex backgrounds. Introducing Atrous and

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS TEXT DETECTION METHODS ON ICDAR 2015

DATASET

Approach Precision Recall F1-Score
CTPN[16] 74.2 51.6 60.9
EAST[6] 83.6 73.5 78.2
SSTD[39] 80.0 73.0 77.0
TextBoxes++[20] 87.2 76.7 81.7
PSENet[23] 86.9 84.5 85.7
TextSnake[24] 84.9 80.4 82.6
SegLink[21] 73.1 76.8 75.0
PixelLink[40] 85.5 82.0 83.7
SAE[41] 82.7 77.8 80.1
Ours 89.34 82.72 85.90

Deformable convolutions help to tackle both the issues of
receptive field and arbitrary shaped text instances.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS TEXT DETECTION METHODS ON CTW1500

DATASET

Approach Precision Recall F1-Score
CTPN[16] 60.4 53.8 56.9
EAST[6] 78.7 49.1 60.4
SegLink[21] 42.3 40.0 40.8
TextSnake[24] 67.9 85.3 75.6
TLOC[42] 77.4 69.8 73.4
PSENet[23] 84.8 79.7 82.2
SAE[41] 82.7 77.8 80.1
Ours 83.6 86.1 84.83

To illustrate our network’s capability of detecting short text
in simple backgrounds like document, we evaluate our network
on the SROIE dataset and compare our results with previous
approaches. We show how methods like TextSnake[cite], even
though perform good on curved text instances, have a lower
accuracy on simple text instances like documents. We show
how our network is able to capture both the issues.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF PREVIOUS TEXT DETECTION METHODS ON SROIE 2019

DATASET

Approach Precision Recall F1-Score
CTPN[16] 79.22 61.6 68.9
EAST[6] 87.65 79.5 83.37
SSTD[39] 84.0 78.0 80.88
TextBoxes++[20] 89.2 79.7 84.18
PSENet[23] 89.5 82.5 85.85
TextSnake[24] 86.9 82.4 84.59
SegLink[21] 90.05 81.8 88.44
PixelLink[40] 91.5 85.3 88.29
SAE[41] 90.12 83.8 86.84
Ours 92.7 86.8 89.65

We show visualisation of our results on three datasets,
highlighting the Segmentation Map output and the Boundary
Map output along with the input image and predicted output.



V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we highlight how increasing the effective
receptive field of a DCNN aids in improving the segmentation
capability by capturing high resolution features. Using Atrous
features with up-sampled features helps to significantly im-
prove the accuracy of our Segmentation Map and Boundary
Map. The use of Deformable Convolutions helps to effectively
capture the arbitrary shapes of text and also helps to detect
different shapes of text words with complex backgrounds.
We explore how introducing more context can help to detect
even shorter words with very small size and capturing a very
small area as shown in Fig 1. However, introducing Atrous
and Deformable convolution layers comes at a high cost of
memory and processing ability. This increases the computation
time and renders our network inefficient for real time analysis.
In future, we aim to reduce both processing and memory cost
and make this a real time evaluation network.
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